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A scheme to insert one arbitrary rational tableau into another is introduced. 
Schensted row and column insertion are shown to be, in a sense, complementary. 
This fact is used to demonstrate that the insertion scheme generalizes those of 
Stembridge and Thomas and models the multiplication of rational Schur functions 
combinatorially. New tableaux that index the irreducible summands of the product 
of rational Schur functions are presented. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GLr = GLr(C) be the complex general linear group and suppose p is 
a finite-dimensional representation of GL,. Say p is polynomial (rational) if 
for each matrix Xe GLr, the entries in the matrix p(J() are polynomials 
(rational functions) in the entries of X. The irreducible polynomial 
representations of GLr are indexed by partitions 2 with l(2)~< r, and the 
character of the representation labeled by 2 is the Schur function 
s~(xl .... , xr). The irreducible rational representations of GLr are indexed 
by staircases 7 of height r and the character of the representation corre- 
sponding to 7 is the rational Schur functions s~(xl ..... xr) (see, for example, 
[-St, K2, KE]).  Stembridge [-St] develops two algorithms for inserting a 
single number into a rational tableau. In [T],  Thomas defines a scheme to 
insert one semistandard tableau into another, and uses it to describe the 
multiplication of Schur functions in combinatorial terms. 
In this paper we prove Schensted row and column insertion (see 
[Sc, T] )  are in a sense complementary. This implies that one of 
Stembridge's algorithms arises from row insertion and the other from 
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column insertion, and thus explains his observation that his algorithms 
commute. Complementarity also enables us to unify the work of 
Stembridge and Thomas by defining a procedure for inserting one rational 
tableau into another. We show this procedure models the multiplication of 
rational Schur functions, and obtain new tableaux, analogous to those of 
the ordinary Littlewood-Richardson rule ([LR, M, T]),  which index the 
irreducible summands in the product of rational Schur functions. 
2. PARTITIONS, SEMISTANDARD TABLEAUX, AND SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
Throughout his paper r denotes the rank of the complex general inear 
group. A partition 2 is an r-tuple (21,22 ..... ~.r) of integers with 
21 i> 22 ~> ..- ~> 2r >/0, and l(2), the length of 2, is the number of 2i that 
are nonzero. We ignore the distinction between two partitions that differ 
only in the number of trailing zeros. The expression 12[ denotes 
)~1 + ~-2 + "'" + 2 ,  We write ~ for the partition (0, 0 ..... 0). Occasionally 
we use a shorthand to represent a particular partition; for example, if r = 6 
we write (4, 3 2, 2 2) for the partition (4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 0). The diagram of 2 is a 
sequence of l(2) left-justified rows of boxes, with the number of boxes in the 
ith row being 2i for each i. In the interest of simplieity we do not dis- 
tinguish between a partition and its diagram. By convention the letters 
~c, )~,/~, and v stand for partitions. 
When m,n are positive integers let [m,n] be a shorthand for 
{m, m+ 1 ..... n} and let [n] denote [1, n]. Whenever a =nl, n2 ..... n~ is a 
sequence of integers we write a rev to denote n~, ..., n2, nl, and o -m to denote 
the sequence of integers tr, o- .... , a (m times). A semistandard tableau T ;~ is 
a filling-in of the boxes of 2 with numbers from [r]  making the rows non- 
decreasing when read left to right, and columns strictly increasing when 
read top to bottom. Say the shape of T ~ is 2. Throughout his paper the 
symbols T ~, T ;~, T ~, and T v stand for semistandard tableaux of shapes 
~, )., #, and v respectively. We assume the columns of T; are numbered 
1, 2 .... ,21 left to right, and write T) for the set of numbers in thejth column. 
For any sets U= {ul < ... <u~} and V= {vl < ... <vt} of positive integers 
define U ~< V if s/> t and u~ ~< v~ for each i ~ t. Note T~ ~< T~ ~< ... ~< T~ for 
every T ;~. If U is again {ul < .-- < u~}, the word w(U) is u ...... u2, Ul. The 
word w(T ~) of T ~ is the sequence of integers w(T~), w(T~) ..... w(T~,). If T ~ 
contains Pl l's, P2 2's, etc., say the weight of T ~ is the monomial 
- -  -~  P l  . , . P2  
xTZ - -  ~1 ~2 " " " " 
EXAMPLE. If ,~ = (5, 3 2, 2) then the diagram of 2 and a semistandard 
tableau T ~ of shape 2 are 
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[] [] [] [] [] 1 1 2 
[] [] [] 2 3 3 
and T ~ = 
[] [] [] 444  
[] [] 5 6 
2 2 
respectively. In this case w(T)  = 5, 4, 2, 1, 6, 4, 3, 1, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2 and x r) = 
2 4 243 1 ,1  
XIX2X3A,  4X5A, 6 • 
For a given partition 2, the Schurfunction s, (x l  .... )=s~(xl ,  x2 .... , x,)  is 
defined to be 
S2(Xl  . . . .  ) = 2 xT2" 
T a 
The partitions 2 index the irreducible polynomial representations of GLr ; 
throughout this paper we write p~ for the representation corresponding to
2. It is well-known that if XeGLr  has eigenvalues xl .... ,Xr then 
t r (p~(X) )=s~(x  1 .... ), i.e., sx(x 1 .... ) is the character of pa. 
The Litt lewoodRichardson rule ([-LR, M, T])  tells how the product of 
Schur functions decomposes as a linear combination of Schur functions: 
S#(XI  . . . .  ) Sv(Xl  . . . .  ) = ~ C~S).(Xl . . . .  ). (2 .1)  
2 
2 Here the c~ are nonnegative integers called the Littlewood-Richardson 
coefficients. There is a beautiful and simple combinatorial description of 
these numbers, but before we can state it we must develop the notions of 
standard tableau, lattice permutation, skew partition, and skew tableau. 
A standard tableau S ~ is a filling-in of 2 with the integers 1, 2 .... ,12[ 
making the rows strictly increasing when read left to right, and columns 
strictly increasing when read top to bottom. A lattice permutation is a 
sequence nl, n2 ..... nk of numbers from [r]  having the property that for 
each i~ [-k] and each j<r ,  the number of occurences o f j  in nl, n2 ..... n,- 
is no smaller than the number of occurences of j+  1. Given such an 
n,, n2, ..., nk, one can build a standard tableau S ~ for some 2 with 12] =k  
as follows. Start with the empty tableau, and at the ith step, i=  1, 2 .... , k, 
adjoin a box numbered i to the right end of the nith row; define S ~ to be 
the final result. The defining condition for a lattice permutation is precisely 
what is required to ensure that at each step the object constructed is a 
standard tableau. Conversely, if S ;~ is a standard tableau with 121 =k,  and 
ni is the row in S )~ that contains i, the sequence nl, n2, ..., nk is a lattice 
permutation. It follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
lattice permutations containing k numbers and standard tableaux of shape 
2 with [2[ = k. Say nl, n2, ..,, nl)~l corresponds to S ~. 
582a/65/1-7 
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If 2, v are partitions and vi ~< 2e for each i, write v ___ 2, and say the skew 
partition 2/v is the collection of boxes in 2 but not in v. A skew tableau T ~/~ 
is a filling-in of the boxes of 2Iv with numbers from I-r] making the rows 
nondecreasing left to right, and columns strictly increasing top to bottom. 
Produce a sequence a of integers from T ~/v by reading right to left along 
the rows, starting with the top row and working down. The T ~°/~ of 
greatest interest o us are those for which tr is a lattice permutation. If T ~/~ 
is such a skew tableau and the standard tableau corresponding to is lattice 
permutation is S ", say T ~/~ codes for  S ~. 
EXAMPLE. Let r = 4. If 2 = (4, 3, 2, 1) and v = (22, 1) then 
• • [ ]  [~ • • 1 1 1 2 
• • [ ]  • • 2 3 5 
• [ ]  • 3 4 
[] 2 
shows, left or right, 2/v, a T ~/~ for which tr is the lattice permutation 
I, 1, 2, 3, 2, and the standard tableau S ~ that T ~/~ codes for. 
Now we have the tools to describe the Littlewood-Richardson coef- 
ficients; for given 2, #, v, the value of cv, turns out to be 
c~  - [{  Tx/~: T ~/~ codes for some standard tableau of shape #}1. 
EXAMPLE. Let r>~4, #= (2, 1), and v= (12). The top row below shows 
the T ~/v that code for standard tableaux of shape #, and the bottom the 
standard tableaux coded for: 
• 1 1 
• 2 
Thus, 
1 2 1 
3 3 
1 1 • 1 • 1 
• 2 • 
1 1 
2 
2 1 3 1 2 
2 3 
S(12)('X1 .... ) S(2, 1)(Xl .... ) = S(3, 2)(Xl .... ) Jr S(3, 12)(¢-~1 .... ) 
"1- S(22, 1)(Xl .... ) "~ S(2, 13)(Xl .... ), 
Definition 2.2 introduces other tableaux that index the summands on the 
right-hand side of (2.1). In subsequent sections we use these in lieu of the 
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skew tableaux above because, for our purpose, they are easier to work 
with. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Fix it, v, 2, and let L ~ be a semistandard tableau with 
w(LU)=lp,. . . , I2,  ll. Suppose ao, al ..... ap is the sequence of r-tuples 
obtained by setting a 0= v, and producing ai from ai_l  by adding 1 at 
the lith position. If each a,. is a partition and ap = 2 then L ~ is a (it, v, 2) 
Littlewood-Richardson tableau, or, more briefly, a (it, v, 2) LR tableau. 
Define Cv~ to be the set of all (it, v, 2) LR tableaux and C~, to be U~ C~" V3t" 
To say L ~ is a (it, v,/l) LR tableau means  w(LU)  rev is the suffix of a 
certain lattice permutation. To be precise, a semistandard tableau L ~' is 
a (it, v, 2) LR tableau if and only if 1 vt, 2 v2 ..... r v', w(L~)  rev is a lattice 
permutation corresponding to some standard tableau of shape 2. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose r=3,  #=(22,  1), v=(12),  2=(3 ,22) ,  and L" is the 
semistandard tableau 
1 1 
2 3 
3 
The sequence ao, a t ..... ap obtained from L ~ and v is 
v = ao al a2 a3 a4 
(1, 1, 0) (2, 1, 0) (2, 1, 1) (3, 1, 1) (3, 2, 1) 
as=2 
(3, 2, 2) 
Note each ai is a partition. 
v = ao a l  a2 a3 a4 as = 2 
[] N [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] N [] 
[] N [] [] [] [] [] [] 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] 
It follows L"  is a (it, v, 2) LR tableau. Note 1 vl, 2% ..., r% w(L")rev= 
1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3 is a lattice permutation. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose it ~ ;Z and T ~/~ codes for  a standard tableau of  
shape it. For i = 1, 2 .... , l(#) let ki be the number of  the topmost row in T ~/v 
containing an i. Then 
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(1) The rightmost number in the ki th row of Ti.‘”  is an i.
(2) k,<k,<  ... <k/(,,.
(3) If iv’/’ is the skew tableau obtained from T’/”  by deleting the box
at the right end of row k, for each i, and p’  is the partition that results from
discarding the first column of p, then TL’lv codes for a standard tableau of
shape pt.
Proof Let 0  denote the sequence of symbols obtained by reading right
to left across the rows of T”“,  starting with the top row and working down.
Rows in T””  are weakly increasing and G  forms a lattice permutation.
Thus, if i is not the rightmost element of row ki then 0  contains some j>  i
at a position before the first occurence of i. But this contradicts the defining
condition for a lattice permutation, so (1) follows. To show (2),  suppose
ki  >  kj+  I for some i. By (1 ), ki >  ki+  i. This implies the first occurence of
i+ 1 in G  precedes the first of i, a contradition, and therefore (2) must hold.
Note that if the box at the end of row ki is not a corner, (2) and the fact
that columns strictly increase imply ki+  I = ki + 1. Therefore the shape of
T”“”  is a skew partition. Let 6’  be the sequence of symbols produced from
T”‘l”  in the same fashion we produced (r  from T@‘.  The choice of the ki
forces D’  to be a lattice permutation, so the proof of (3) is complete. B
Fix h,  v, p,  let T’j”  code for a standard tableau of shape p,  and derive Lfi
from TA1l”  by the following recursive procedure. If p  = @  define Lp  to be the
empty tableau. Otherwise, using the notation of Lemma 2.3, let the first
column Lf  of Lp  be (k,<k,<  ... <k [(@)}, and define the subsequent
columns to be L;=  Lf’, Lg=  Lt’, etc., where LP’  is the tableau derived
from T”‘“.  It follows from Lemma 2.3 that L”  is semistandard, and hence
is a (p,  v, a) LR tableau. Reversing this process, suppose we start with
partition v and an Lp  which is an (p,  v, A)  LR tableau for some ;1. If we
apply the obvious inverse of the above procedure to L”  and v we obtain
a skew tableau T””  that codes for p.  This shows our procedure exhibits a
bijection  between the LR tableaux Lp  of C$  and the skew tableaux T”‘”
that code for p.  Summarizing,
THEOREM 2.4. The tableaux in C,, index the Schur  functions sj.(xI ..?)
on the right side of identity (2.1),  and c:~  = IC<p\.
EXAMPLE. Assume we are given the T”l”  below. The following shows the
steps in the construction of the corresponding L”.  Bars mark the numbers
at the ends of the rows k,, k,, . . . for each step
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. . 1  T
l  1 2 2
TLl” = 1 3 3
2 3
3
4
1 . . . 1 1 l l 1 1 2 l
2 l l 2 2 . 2 2 4
3 l l 3 3 l 3 3 5
4 l 4 6 4 6
. . i . .
l 12 l T
1 5 1
2 2 ’
3 3
4
. .
.
i
1 1 2 3
2 2 4
=
3 3 5
LA’
4 6
3. STAIRCASES, RATIONAL TABLEAUX, AND RATIONAL SCHUR FUNCTIONS
Our next task is to examine the rational representations of GL,, but first
we must fix a few bits of notation. For any r-tuple a = (a,, u2,  . . . . a,) and
any integer p,  define
and
--a=  (--a,,  . ..) -a*,  -al).
We write p-a  for --a  + p.  For UG  [r] define UC  to be [r] - U,
and whenever i E  [r] let i’=  [r] - {i}. We remind the reader we write
pj-  for the irreducible polynomial representation of GL, indexed by the
partition A.
The irreducible rational representations of GL, are of the form
XH  (det X)p  pJX)  where p  is an integer, and the representations detP  pn
and detq  pi1  are equivalent if and only if II + p  = p  + q.  Stembridge [St]
defines a staircase of height r be an r-tuple y  = (yI,  y2,  . . . . rr)  of integers with
Yl3YZ3  ... >y,. All of our staircases have height r. Define a function f
from staircases to integer-partition pairs by f(y) = (yI,  y  - yI)  and a g map-
ping integer-partition pairs to staircases by g(p,  1)  = 1”  + p.  Clearly g of  is
the identity map and g(p,  ,I) = g(q,  p)  if and only if 2  + p  = p  +  q.  There-
fore the staircases index the irreducible rational representations of GL,.
By convention, the letters CI,  p,  y,  and 6  denote staircases. Extend the
partition shorthand to staircases; for example, (4, 3, 0, (- 1)2,  -2) is the
staircase (4, 3,0,  - 1, - 1, -2). To make the notation more compact we
shall sometimes suppress the zero parts; thus, we could have written
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(4, 3, ( -1 )  2, -2 )  above (here, of course, it is important hat r be under- 
stood). Say ]1_ 6 provided ]1i>~ 6i for each ie [r]. If the positive integers in 
7 are ]11,]12 ..... ]1i and the negative ones are 3% Yj+I, ..., ]1, let 7 + and ]1- 
represent he partitions (71, ]12 . . . . .  ]1i, 0 ..... 0) and ( -7  ...... -]1i+1, -T j ,  
0, ..., 0) respectively. 
Let us consider how to draw diagrams for 7 +, 7- ,  and 7. The diagram 
for 7 + is the ordinary diagram for a partition. Produce a diagram for 7-  
by forming its partition diagram, reflecting across the left edge, then across 
the top edge. The diagram of ~ is obtained by adjoining the diagram of 7-  
to that of 7 +, longest columns side-by-side, in such a way that the number 
of rows in the combination (including r-l(]1+)-l(]1 ) empty rows 
between the two halves) is r. For example, if r=7,  the diagram of 
(5, 4, 3, ( -1 )  2 , -3 )  is 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] [] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] 
[] 
[] [] [] 
(Here the -- 's indicate the presence of one empty row.) We ignore the 
distinction between a staircase and its diagram. Our convention is that the 
rows in 7 are numbered 1, 2 .... , r reading top to bottom, the columns in 7 + 
are numbered 1, 2, ..., Y l reading left to right, and the columns in 7-  are 
numbered -1 ,  -2  ..... 7, reading right to left. 
We can think of the diagram of ]1 + 1 as being obtained from that of 7 
by shifting one column from ]1- to ]1 +. To be exact, we add a new column 
of length r - l@- ) to the left edge of ]1 +, then delete column - 1 from ]1-. 
By extending in the obvious way, the diagram of ]1 + p is obtained from 
that of ]1 for every p (assume ]1 is "padded" with empty columns to the left 
and right so that p can be bigger than -b  or smaller than -]11.) 
Define the rational Schur function sr(xl .... ) to be 
s,(xl .... )=(x l " "x r )  ' rs ,  , ,(xl  .... ). 
It is the character of the representation i dexed by 7 (see [K3, St]). Note 
ST(Xl . . . .  ) = (X l " " "  Xr) p ST_ p(X 1 .... ) 
for every integer p. 
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From a combinatorial point of view we would prefer to define sr(x~ .... ) 
as we defined s;~(xl .... ), i.e., as a sum of weights obtained from tableaux. 
The following, which is Definition 2.2 of [St], moves us in this direction: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A rational tableau T ~ of shape 7 is a filling-in of 7 with 
numbers from [r]  such that: 
(1) In 7 +, rows weakly increase left to right and columns strictly 
increase top to bottom. 
(2) In 7 , rows weakly increase right to left and columns strictly 
increase bottom to top. 
(3) If U and V are, respectively, the integers in column 1 of 7 + and 
in column -1  of "l-, then I{u~U:u<-..i}l+l{v~g:v<<.i}l<<.i for each 
ie [r]. 
Rational tableaux were first defined in [K1 ], though the form was different 
than that presented here. They can also be found in [K3, KE]. 
We call (3) the compatibility condition. Write T ~+ and T < to denote the 
halves of T ~, which we call the numerator and denominator. The words 
w(T ~+) of T ~+ and w(T <) of T ~- are the sequences of integers 
and 
7+ + w(T~+)=w(T~+),w(T2 ), w(T 7 "" '  ~ 71 j 
w(r<)  = w( r t l ) ,  w(~q-) .... , w( r~) .  
If T 7+ (respectively, T <)  contains p,. (respectively, qi) fs for each i, define 
the weight of T r to be xT) '=xf l -q lx  p2-q2 " . . .  Throughout his paper the 
symbols T ), T a, T ~, and T o represent rational tableaux of shapes e,/~, 7 
and 6 respectively. The symbols T -% T-~, T-V, and T ~ denote rational 
tableaux that are "all denominator." We call them inverted semistandard. 
EXAMPLE.  Suppose r = 5. Then 
T 7 = 
2 
3 
5 
4 
1 
2 3 
3 
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is a rational tableau of shape ~ = (3, 2, 1, -1 ,  -2 ) .  Its halves are 
2 2 3 
4 
T r = and T r+ = 3 3 
2 1 
5 
These are inverted semistandard and semistandard espectively. The weight 
of T ~ is x r~= x 11XzX33X41X 5. The words of the halves are w(T r-) = 4, 1, 2 
and w( T ~ ÷ ) = 5, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3. 
The next step is to show this is an appropriate definition for tableaux of 
shape y. In particular we want to show 
S~'(X1 . . . .  ) = ~ X r'. (3.2) 
T'/ 
First we need a few tools. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Define T~+ 1, the result of shifting one column from 
T ~- to T 7+, to be the rational tableau of shape 7 + 1 obtained by adjoining 
a new first column, containing (T~I)  c, to the left of T ~+, then deleting 
column - 1 of T r-. Generalize this in the obvious way to define T ~ + p for 
each integer p. 
EXAMPLE. 
Then T ~ + 1 is the one on the right. 
1 22  1 1 22 
2 3 5 2 2 3 5 
3 4 3 3 4 
5 
5 4 4 5 4 
Suppose r = 5 and let T ~ be the rational tableau on the left. 
LZMMA 3.4. (Stembridge). T ~ + p is a well-formed rational tableau of  
shape 7 + P. 
Proof  This follows from Lemma 2.4 of [St]: if U, V~_ I-r] then U~< V 
if and only ifVC~< U c, and UC~< V if and only if U and V are compatible 
in the sense of (3) of Definition 3.1. | 
Clearly x r~= (xl" "x r )  p x r';-p for any p, so 
E = X S (Xl .... ) 
T? T~ 
and the proof of identity (3.2) is complete. 
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4. Row AND COLUMN INSERTION 
In this section we extend Schensted row and column insertion so that a 
single number can be inserted into a rational tableau. 
Let i e [ r ] ,  let T" be semistandard, and let T v be inverted semi- 
standard. As tools to be used in Definition 4.1 we describe procedures 
T ~ ~ i and T -v ~ i for inserting i into T ~ and T -~. Define T"  ~ i to be 
the following sequence of steps. 
(1) Insert i into the first row of T ~ by displacing the smallest number 
strictly greater than i; if every number is less than or equal to i, add i to 
the right end of the first row. 
(2) If i displaces a number from the first row, insert that number into 
the second row according to the rules in (1). 
(3) Repeat this procedure for each subsequent row, until a number 
is added to the right end of some (possibly empty) row. 
Write [T  ~ ~ i] for the resulting semistandard tableau and abbreviate 
T ~ ~ ia ~ i2 "'" ~ ik .  
as 
T~ i l ,  i2, ..., i k .  
Define T -v ~ i with the same steps, but with T v in place of T ~, left end 
instead of right, and row numbers r, r - ! .... in place of 1, 2 .... respectively. 
The careful reader will notice it is not clear whether the empty rational 
tableau ~2~ is to be treated as semistandard or inverted semistandard. We 
resolve this problem in Definition 4.1 below. 
The procedure T" ~ i is usually called Schensted  row insertion. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Define T ~ ~ i and T ~ ~-- i to be procedures, which 
we call row insertion, for inserting an i~ [ r ]  into a rational tableau T< 
They are 
( (T~-Tr )  ~ i) + Vr and ( (T~- -7~)~i )+7~ 
respectively. We write [T  ~ +£--i] and [T  "~ ~- - i ]  for the resulting tableaux, 
and use the expressions 
[ T~ ' + i i ,  i2 . . . .  , ik] and [T  ~ < - il, i2 ..... ik] 
as shorthands for 
[ (T~- -V , )~ i l , i z , . . . , i k ]+yr  and [ (T~-7~)~i l ,  i2 ..... ik] +7~ 
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respectively. To resolve the problem mentioned above let us agree to regard 
T~-  7r as semistandard and T 7 --Yl as inverted semistandard. 
Stembridge gives the name rational insertion to T ~ + " t and dual rational 
insertion to T ~ ~- - i .  
EXAMPLES. Say i = 1, r = 5 and 
T~= 
1 1 2 3  
2 3 3  
3 4 5  
5 
54  
To preform T ~ + " T ~ * - - l  we first shift two columns to the right, producing 
the semistandard tableau 
1 1 1 1 2 3 
2 2 2  3 3 
T~+2= 
3 3 3 4 5 
4 
Inserting i = ] yields 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2  3 
[ (T~+2)~ i] = 
3 3 3 3 5 
4 4 
Shifting two columns back to the left gives 
[ -T~ + i ]=  
111 
2 2 3  
3 3 5  
5 5 
Now take the same r, i, and T 7 and consider the steps in T ~ ~ i. First we 
shift four columns to the left, giving 
T T - - 4 ~  
5 
5 4 
5 
4 
5 5 4 2 
4 2 1 1 
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Inserting i=  1 produces 
5 
4 4 
[ (T ' -4 )  ~ i] = 
5 5 5 2 2 
5 4 4 1 1 1 
Finally, shifting four columns back to the right yields 
1 2 3 3 
2 3 5 
[T  7 , -  i] = 3 4 
5 
5 4 
We note in passing that for every ia, i2 ..... ixe J r ]  and every rational 
tableau T 7, 
E TT~+ i i , i2 .... , i k ]=[T  ~,+ i l  ¢+ i2""  '+  ik]. 
To see this, observe that by induction on k, 
Similarly, 
[T  ~+ il '+  i2"'" ~+ ik] 
=[ [T~,  + i l ,  + i2 . . . ,  + i k _ l ] ,  
=[[T  ~+ i l , i2 ..... i~_1] '+  ik] 
ik] 
= [ ( [ (TT -Tr )  , i,, i 2 ..... ik_l]  +3)r) , + ik] 
= [ ( [ (Te - -T r )  ' il, i2 ..... ik -1] )  ' ik] +Yr 
= [T  7 ~ ii, i2 ..... i~] .  
[T  ~ ~ - i l ,  i2 ..... ik] = [T  ~ ~ - ii ~ - i2"'" ~ - ik]. 
The algorithms of Definition 4.1 are easy to work with, but they have an 
unpleasant aspect- - they involve shifting. This is not really a problem 
because, as we show below, shifts can be avoided. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Choose a semistandard tableau T;; erase the number 
in one box, and let e and s be the numbers to the east and south of the 
empty box (if they exist). The jeu de taquin is a sequence of steps for 
moving the empty box to the southeast edge. A single step in this sequence 
is given by the following: 
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box. 
(1) If e fails to exist and s exists then interchange s and the empty 
(2) If e exists, but s does not then interchange e and the empty box. 
(3) If e, s exist and s ~< e then interchange s and the empty box. 
(4) If e, s exist and s > e then interchange e and the empty box. 
The steps continue until none of the rules applies. At this point e and s fail 
to exist, and the jeu de taquin terminates. The output is the tableau with the 
empty box deleted. 
Obviously, if a number is erased from T -",  an analogous procedure, 
also called a jeu de taquin, can be used to eliminate the empty box. 
Now let us define a (superficially) new procedure T ~ ¢~= i for inserting 
an i e [r]  into a rational tableau T r. The steps are as follows. 
(1) Perform the steps of T~i .  If the combination of T ~ and 
ET ~+ +-- i] is a well-formed rational tableau, the procedure stops, producing 
this tableau as output. Otherwise, an intermediate step in the insertion 
violates the compatibility condition of Definition 3.1. 
(2) In this case there is a smallest k such that ik is displaced from 
row k and the insertion of ik into row k + 1 would violate the compatibility 
condition. Terminate the insertion after ik is displaced but before it is 
inserted into row k + 1. Necessarily there will be an ik in column -1  of 
T~-; erase it and use the jeu de taquin to eliminate the empty box. 
Let [T  ~ ~ i] be the rational tableau that results. Define T 7 ~ i by the 
same rules, but with the roles of T r+ and T r interchanged. We denote 
the result by IT  ~ ~ i]. For brevity we write [T -  ~ il, i2, ..., ik]  for 
IT  7-~'+ i1~ i2... ~ ik] and [T  r~ i~,i2 ..... ik] for IT  ~ il 
i2"'" ¢~ ik]. 
The following explains why the procedures are only superficially new. 
THEOREM 4.3. (Stembridge). For every ie  Jr] and every rational tableau 
T 7 ,
IT  ~ ~ i ]=[T  ~ , + i] and IT  ~-:-  i ]=[T  7 , -  i]. 
Obviously this generalizes to 
IT  ~ ~ il, i2 .... , ik]  IT  ~ + " = *--'- zl, i2 ..... ik] 
and 
IT  ~ ~ i~,i2 ..... i k ]=[T  ~ ' -  i l ,  i2 ..... ik]. 
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EXAMPLE. Suppose r = 4, i=  1, and 
T 7 
4 
4 3 
1 2 
3 
By Definition 4.1, 
1 1 
2 
[-T ~ ~ + i] = 
4 4 
In T ~-:+ i, the insertion T~+~ 1 would ordinarily displace the 2 from 
row 1, the 3 from row 2, and add the 3 to the end of row 3. But adding 
the 3 creates a tableau incompatible with T y-, so instead the algorithm 
erases the 3 from column -1  of T ~- and eliminates the empty box with a 
jeu de taquin. Thus, 
1 1 
2 
[T  ~ ~ i ]=[  T~ , + i]= 
4 4 
We have seen how to extend Schensted row insertion so that a number 
can be inserted into a rational tableau; now we do the same for column 
insertion. Let i t  [r],  let T ~ be semistandard, and let T -v be inverted 
semistandard. We start by describing procedures i~  T ~ and i~  T -v for 
inserting i into T ~ and T v. The steps in i~  T ~ are the following: 
(1) Insert i into the first column of T" by displacing the smallest 
number greater than or equal to i; if every number is less than i, add i to 
the bottom of the first column. 
(2) If i displaces a number from the first column, insert that number 
into the second column according to the rules in (1). 
(3) Repeat this procedure for each subsequent column, until a 
number is added to the bottom of some (possibly empty) column. 
We write [i ~ T ~] for the resulting semistandard tableau and abbreviate 
i l ---~ i2--~ . . .  ~ ik ~ T ~ 
as 
i l ,  i2, ..., i k~ TU. 
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Define i--* T v similarly, but with T -~ in place of T u, top in lieu of 
bottom, and column numbers -1 , -2  .... replacing 1,2,... respectively. 
Again we have not made it clear whether the empty rational tableau 
should be regarded as semistandard or inverted semistandard. We resolve 
this problem in Definition 4.4 below. 
The procedure i--* T"  is usually called Schensted column insertion 
DEFINITION 4.4. We define i -% T v and i -) T~to be procedures, both 
called column insertion, that insert an i e [r]  into a rational tableau TL 
They are 
(i ~ (T r - ])r)) -/- 7r and 
respectively. The resulting tableaux are 
[ i - -~  TV], and the expressions 
[ia, i2, ik + .... , T ~] and 
(i ~ (T  ~-  71)) + 71 
denoted by [ i - -~ + T ~] 
[il, i2 ..... ik ~'~ T ~ ]
and 
abbreviate 
[il, i2 , . . . , i k - * (TV- -yr ) ]+Tr  and [il, i 2 ..... ik - -*(T~--71)]+71 
respectively. To deal with the problem mentioned above let us agree that 
T~-7r  and T r -  71 are to be regarded as semistandard and inverted semi- 
standard respectively. 
EXAMPLES. Let r = 5, i = 4, and 
T~ 
4 
4 2 
1 2 2 
3 3 4 
5 
4 
2 
The first step in i ~ T ~ is to shift T v right three columns, yielding 
1 1 1 1 2 2 
2 3 3 3 3 4 
T7+3= 
3 5 
5 
Next we insert i = 4 to obtain 
1 1 1 1 2 2 
2 3 3 3 3 4 
[ i~  (TV+ 3)] = 
3 5 5 
4 
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Shifting back three columns to the left gives 
1 2 2 
334 
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Inserting i = 4 gives 
5 5 5 5 4 
[ i~(T~' -3 ) ]= 4 4 4 4 3  
4 2 2 2 1 1 
Finally, shifting back three columns to the right yields 
1 2 2 
3 3 5 
[i - ,  T 7] = 5 5 
4 4 
4 2 2  
Note that for all i I, i 2 ..... i~ e [ r ]  and all rational tableaux T ~, 
and 
[ i s , i2 ,  ik + '  T ~] [i l  + + " + .... = > i2 ' ""t l :  ~ T ~] 
[ i l ,  i2 ..... i~ - ,  T y ]=[ i l  -> i2  --; " " i k  ' T~].  
The proofs are like those for the analogous assertions involving row 
insertion. 
Here too the definitions are easy to use but involve shifting. We saw that 
Stembridge avoids his problem by developing algorithms T ~ ~= i and 
T ~ ,,== i that require no shifts and yield the same results as T 7 + " t and 
T ~ ~2_ i repectively. Now we want to develop analogous algorithms 
i =~ T ~ and i =7~ T r that involve no shifts and that yield the same results 
i--%+ T 7 and i - - *  T ~ do. To make what follows less mysterious, let us try 
to get a rough idea of what i =~ T 7 would have to be. Let C denote the 
by shifting three columns to the left, producing 
5 5 5 5 
T~-3= 4 4 4 4  3 
4 2 2 2 1 1  
[-i + , T ~] = 
44  
522  
Let us use the same r, i, and T ~ and perform the steps in i - -~ T< We begin 
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semistandard tableau T ~-  7r, and for simplicity assume 7~ ~< 0. The inser- 
tion i--2o + T ~ consists of transforming T ~ into C by shifting 17rl columns 
from denominator to numerator, columns inserting i into C, then shifting 
the leftmost [Trl columns of [i ~ C] back into the denominator. The effect 
i =~ T ~ should have on T r+ is clear: if the only columns of C changed by 
i ~ C are among the lyrl leftmost, T ~+ should be unchanged; otherwise, the 
new version of T r+ should be [i ' ~ T r+ ], where i' is the symbol displaced 
from column I~rl in i-o C. How T ~- should be changed is less clear, but it 
turns out that what is needed is the operation described in Definition 4.5. 
We call the process column sliding and begin with a special case. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let ie [r], and let T be an inverted semistandard 
tableau containing only one column. Column sliding is a procedure that 
modifies T and (possibly) produces an i' e [r]. It is defined as follows. 
(1) Suppose T contains the integers i, i + 1 .... , r. We erase the i, slide 
each of i+  1, i+ 2, ..., r down one row, then discard the empty box this 
creates at the top of the column. Here we produce no i'. 
(2) Suppose l is some integer such that i< l~r ,  and T contains 
i, i+  1, ..., l -  1 but does not contain l. We erase the i from T, slide each of 
the integers i+  1, i+2  .... , l -1  down one row, and fill in the empty box 
this creates with an l. This time i' is produced, and it equals l. 
(3) If T does not contain i we leave T unchanged and produce i' = i. 
Now let us generalizes so T can be any inverted semistandard tableau. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let i~ [r]  and let T -~ be an inverted semistandard 
tableau. Column sliding, applied to i and T -v, produces a new inverted 
semistandard tableau and (under some circumstances) an integer i'. It 
consists of the following steps. 
(1) Apply the procedure of Definition 4.4 to the leftmost column of 
T -~ (i.e., column k--- -[vr[ ) and i, producing some number ik. 
(2) Repeat (1), this time using the next column to the right and ik, 
producing a new number ik+l. 
(3) Continue this process for each subsequent column, left to right, 
until some column j is processed that produces no ij, or until the ( -1 ) th  
column is replaced. Define i' to be i_1 (provided i_1 is produced). 
Of course it is not yet evident that column sliding is the procedure we 
need, or even that the tableau it produces is inverted semistandard. We 
prove these facts in Theorem 4.8 below. Let us also give the name column 
sliding to the obvious analogous procedure that can be applied to i and a 
semistandard tableau T v. 
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EXAMPLE. Let r = 6, i=  1, and 
T -v~ 6 
2 2 
1 1 
5 
6 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
The steps in column sliding with i and T v are 
(1) erase the 1 from column -4 ,  slide the 2 down one row, and fill 
in the box this vacates with a 3, producing i_4 = 3; 
(2) leave column -3  unchanged, producing i 3 = 3; 
(3) erase the 3 from column -2  and fill in the empty box with a 4, 
producing i_ 2 = 4; 
(4) erase the 4 from column -1 ,  slide the 5 down one row, and fill 
in the box this vacates with a 6, producing i '=  i_1 = 6. 
Therefore the results of column sliding are i '=  6 and the inverted semi- 
standard tableau 
6 
6 5 
6 4 3 
3 222  
2 1 1 1 
DEFINITION 4.7 Define i ~ T ~ to be a procedure for inserting an 
i~ [r]  into a rational tableau T ~, The steps in i =:~ T ~ are 
(1) Apply column sliding to i and T ~-, producing an inverted semi- 
standard tableau T', and possibly an integer i'. 
(2) If step (1) produced i', let T" be [i ' --. TT+], and otherwise let it 
be T ~+. The result of the algorithm is the rational tableau whose left and 
right halves are T' and T" respectively. 
Denote the result by [i ~ T ~] (Theorem4.8 shows it is well-formed). 
Clearly there is a corresponding procedure i =~ T ~ in which the roles 
of T ~ and T ~+ are reversed. We abbreviate [il ~ i2-.. ~ ie =~ T ~] 
by [il, ie, ..., ik =~ T~], and [il =~ i2-.' ~ ik ==~ T r] by [il, i2 ..... ik 
=~ T~]. 
THEOREM 4.8. For every i 6 [r ]  and every rational tableau T ~, 
[i ~ T ~] [i + = , T ~] and [ i=~T ~]=[ i  , T~]. 
582a/65/1-8 
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Proof By symmetry it is enough to show [i =~ T ~] = [i + , T~]. If 
~r t> 0 this is obvious. Assume ~r < 0 and let C denote the semistandard 
tableau Tr -~r .  By the rules for column sliding (Definition4.4) and 
Schensted column insertion, the first columns in [i ~ Tr ] -~ and 
[i ~ C] = [i + ~ T ~] - 7r agree. But then, inducting on j and arguing in 
the same way, the j th  columns agree for each j>~l. Therefore 
[i :~  T ~] - ?r = [i ~ C] = [i + , T 7] - ?r and the proof is complete. | 
This generalizes to 
[ i l ,  i2 ..... ik + '  Tr]  = [il, i2, ..., ik ~ T ~] 
and 
[i1, i2 ..... ik ~ T r ]=[ i~, i2  .... , i k~T~] .  
EXAMPLE. Let r = 4, i --- 2 and 
T ~ 
3 
4 
3 
2 
To perform i ~ T ~ we 
(1) leave column -2  unchanged, producing i 2=2;  
(2) erase the 2 in column -1 ,  slide the 3 down one row, and put a 
4 in the box vacated by the 3, producing i '=  i 1= 4; 
column insert i '=  4 into T e+. (3) 
Thus 
[i =~ T r ] = 
4 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
By Definition 4.4, 
[i +, T ~] = 
3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 
3 
so[i + ,T~]=[ i~T~] .  
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5. INSERTING TABLEAUX 
NOW that we have extended row and column insertion we are ready to 
define how to insert one rational tableau into another. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let T ~ and T ~ be rational tableaux. The four 
procedures 
T ~ +~ T ~ T ~ -~ T ~ T ~+ T ~ T ~ T e 
insert T ~ into T 7, yielding rational tableaux 
IT  a +, T ~] [T  a - ,  Te] [T  ~,+ T a] [T  7, T a] 
respectively. We define 
T ~ +, T ~ tobe  (w(T~--C~r) +, TY)+~r, 
T ~ - ,  T ~ tobe  (w(T'~-61) -~ T~')+6t, 
T~, + T ~ tobe  (T~ + w(T'~-6r))+6r, 
and 
T y , -  T ~ to be (T r ~- w(T6--Ol))+¢$1. 
EXAMPLES. Suppose r = 5. Then 
4 1 2 2 
+ 
- - ~ 2 4 
5 3 
2 
I 1 2 21 
= 4 ,3 ,1 ,4 ,3~2 4 
3 
[ ,2 
= 4 ,3 ,1 ,4+2 3 -1  
3 
1 1 2 2 
2 3 3 4 
-1  
3 4 
4 
1 2 2 
3 3 4 
= 4 
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On the other hand, 
1 2 2 5 4 5 ,2 ,1 ,5 ,2  
4 ~- = 3 3 +4 
5 1 1 
2 
E j 5 4 5 3 3 ~2 '1 '5 '2  +4 5 4 1 1 
= 5 
5 4 3 2 
5 2 1 1 1 
1 2 2 
3 3 4 
= 4 
5 
4 
5 3+4 
5 
It is no accident he two results are the same. This is an example of the 
complementary relationship between row and column insertion, and is 
explained by Theorem 5.11. 
In the remainder of this section we state and prove properties of the 
insertion algorithms. In many of the results there are four assertions, one 
for each variety of insertion. Most of the time we prove one and leave the 
remainder as exercises. 
LEMMA 5.2; (Schensted). Let  it, i2 .... , ik~ [r]. Then 
[ ia, i2 ..... ik --* ;2~] = [;ZJ ~ il, i2 ..... ik]. 
LEMMA 5.3. (Schensted). Let  i, j e  [r]. Then 
[ i~  [T~j ] ]  =E[ i - - '  TV] ~ J ]  
for  every semistandard tableau T v. 
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LEMMA 5.4. 
equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Any one 
(1') 
(2') 
(3') 
(4') 
for every 
Suppose i~, iz ..... i~, j~, J2, ..., J~ ~ [r]. The following are 
[i l, i= .... ,ik + ,~]=[ j l , j2 , . . . , j  +_2_.~], 
[i,, i2 ..... ik ' ~]  = [Jl, J2, ..., Jk -~  (3], 
[~  +.2--i~, i2.... , ik] = [(~ +~2-j~,j2, ...,Jk], 
[(~ ~7-- i~, i2 .... , ik] = [(~ ~--J~, J2, ..., Jk]. 
implies all four of 
[ i~ , i2 , . . . , i k~ T ~]=[ j~, j2  .... ,Jk ~ Tr], 
[il, i2 ..... ik ~ T ~ ] = [Jl, J2 ..... Jg --7-* T l ] ,  
[T  ~ ~L-ia, iz ..... ik] = [ T7 ++-L-J~,J2 ..... Jk], 
I T  ~ ~--i~, i2, ..., ik] = IT  ~ ~-- j~, j~ ..... jg] 
rational tableau TL 
Proof The equivalence of (1)-(4) follows from symmetry and 
Lemma 5.2. Observe T ~ = [w(T  v) ~ ~]  for any semistandard tableau T v. 
Theorefore, if we assume (1)-(4) and again apply Lemma 5.2, 
[ i l , i2 , . . . , i  ~ +, Tr ]=[ i l ,  iz,..., ik , (T~-Tr ) ]+Tr  
=[ia , i2  .... , ik, w(T~--Tr) ' ~]+?r  
=[~ il, i2 ..... ik, W( T~ -- yr) ] + Tr 
= [~ ' J l, J2 ..... Jk, W( Tr  - -  7r)] + 7r 
= I-j1, J2, "", Jk +5 T~], 
which proves (1'). | 
LEMMA 5.5. For every i~ [r]  and every rational tableau T ~, 
(1) [w([r]) ,  i - -~ + T ~] = I-i, w([-r])-2-r + Tr], 
(2) [-w([r]), i--7~ T r] = [i, w([r])---Y--~ TT], 
(3) [T  7 +~2-w([r]), i] = [-T ~' +~--i, w(Er])], and 
(4) [T~ ~--w([r ] ) ,  i] = [T ~ ~--i,  w([r])] .  
Proof By Lemma 5.4, to prove (1) it suffices to show [w([r]) ,  i +, ~]  
= [i, w( [ r ] ) -~  + ~] .  But each is the semistandard tableau whose first 
column is [r]  and second column is {i}. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For every integer p and q, and every rational tableau 
T 7 and T ~, 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof 
[(TY+p)-L% (Ta+q) ]  = [TT-k% T a] +p+q,  
[(Tr + p)-=+ (Ta + q)] = [Tr -T-~ T a] +p+q,  
[ (T~+P)  ~ (Ta+q) ]  = IT ~ ~ r ~] +p+q,  and 
[ ( r  r+p)  ~-  ( r  a+q) ]  = [T ~ ~ r ~] +p+q.  
[ (T~+p)  +, (Ta+q) ]_p_q  
=[ (T~'+p- (p+Tr ) )  +, (T~'+q-(q+6, . ) ) ]  
+(p+v, . )+(q+6, ) -p -q  
=[T ~ +~ T~], 
which suffices to prove (1). | 
Virtually the same proof shows 
PROPOSITION 5.7. For every il, i2 ..... ik ~ Jr| ,  every integer p, and every 
rational tableau T ~, 
• 4 -  (1) [il, i2,..., ik --~+ (T~+p)]  = [il, i2,..., tk---* T ~] +p,  
(2) [il, i2 ..... i k -~ (T~+p)]  = [il, i2 ..... ik--~ T 7] +p,  
(3) [ (T~+p)  *L-il, i2 .... , ik] = [T 7 ++~--i l ,  i2 . . . .  , ik] +p,  and 
(4) [ (T~+p)~-- - i l ,  i2 ..... ik]=[T~+=--i~,iz,. . . , ik]+p. 
PROPOSmON 5.8. For every i, j~ [r]  and every rational tableau T ~, 
(1) [i---% [T ~ +,L_j]] = [[i_t% T ~] +~_t__j], and 
(2) [ i - -~ [T y ~- j ] ]  = [[ i~-~ T y| ~T__j]. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3 and Proposi- 
tion 5.7. ] 
PROPOSITION 5.9. For all rational tableaux T ~, T ~, and T ~, 
[T  ~ +~ IT ~ +~ TT] ]=[ [T  ~ +, T ~] +, T ~] 
=[TB,  + [T~,  + T~]] 
=| IT  ~,+ Ta l ,+  T~], 
and 
[T  ~ - ~ [T  ~ - ,Tq]=I - [T~ - ,m ~] - ,m~l  
=[T  ~, -  [m ~, -  T~]] 
=I - [T  B - m ~] , -  m~]. 
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Proof Thomas [T]  shows 
[T  ~ +, [T  ~ +, T~. ] ]=[ [T  ~ +, T ~] +, T).] 
=[T ~,+ [T ~,,+ T).]] 
=[[T  " ,+  T ' ] ,  + T v] 
for all semistandard tableaux T v, T u, and T< This and Proposition 5.6 
imply the results. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. The equation 
T~=[T  ~ +, T ~+]=[T  ~ ,+ T <]=[T  w,  T ~ ]=[T  ~+ - ,  T <]  
holds for every rational tableau T< 
Proof The first equality holds since 
IT  ~ +, T r+]=[ (T<- -Tr )  +, Tr+]+Tr  
=[w(r<-~r),w(T ~) , ~]+~,  
= [w(T~--Tr)  ' ~]+~)r  
=Th | 
The next theorem is the primary result of this section, and indeed is one 
of our most important results concerning insertion. We use it to show the 
insertion of one rational tableau into another can be accomplished without 
shifting, and to show row and column insertion are complementary. The 
theorem says there are really two methods of insertion rather than four. To 
be precise, 
THEOREM 5.11. For all rational tableaux T ~ and T 7, 
[T  ~ +, T y ]=[T  ~ , -  T ~] and [T  ~ - ,  T y ]=[T  ~ , + T'~]. 
The proof takes quite a bit more work than was required for our earlier 
results, so rather than presenting it now we defer it to the next section, and 
instead finish the task of showing the insertion of one rational tableau into 
another can be performed without shifting. The first step is the following: 
THEOREM 5.12. For all rational tableaux T ~ and T ~, 
ET '~ +,Tq=EET '~-- + ,TT I , -  T ~-] 
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IT ~,+ T a ]=[ [T  a- - ,  T r] ~+ Ta+]. 
Applying Propositions 5.10, 5.9, and Theorem 5.11 we have 
[T a +, T r ]=[ [T  a +, T a+] +, T ~] 
= IT  a- +) IT ~+ +) T~]] 
=l IT  a+ +, r ~] , -  Ta-], 
IT y,+ T a ]=[T  ~,+ [T a-,+ Ta+]] 
- [ [T  ~ T ~-] ,+ T ~+] 
=l IT  ~ ~,T~] ,  + Tr ] .  l 
COROLLARY 5.13. Let T ~ and T ~ be rational tableaux. Then 
[T a +, T r] = [[w(T a+) =~ T r] <:g= w(Ta-)], 
[T a - ,  T r] = [[w(T ~-) =~ T ~] ~ w(T~+)], 
[T r ,+  T a ]=[ [w(T  a-) =~T ~]~ w(Ta+)], 
IT r,,T T a ]=[ [w(T  a+) =~T ~]<=g= w(Ta-)], 
and consequently the insertion of one rational tableau into another can be 
accomplished without shifting. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.12, 
[T ~ + , T ~] , ] , Tq=EET ~+ + _ T ~- 
=[[w(T~+-a +) +~. Tq  , -  w(T~- -a~- ) ]+ar++,~?  
=[[w(Ta+) +' T r ' -  w(Ta- ) ] -a+- f ix+ar  ++6f- 
=[[w(T  ~+) ~T ~] - w(Ta-)]. 
This proves the first equation. | 
Remark. The special case 
[T ~ + , Tz]=[ (T ; ' -21) ,  (T~- -#1) ]+2~+#,  
= IT 't , -  T"] 
of Theorem 5.11 is what justifies the claim row and column insertion are 
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complementary. Here T;~-21 is the "complement" of T ;', T " -  p~ the 
"complement" of T ", and [ (T  ) - Z1) *2-- (T" - #i)]  + 21 + #1 the "comple- 
ment" of [ (Ta -21)  +z-- (T" - /~1)] .  
Stembridge [St, Theorem 5.5] proves rational and dual rational inser- 
tion commute. We provide our own proof below, showing it is a corollary 
of Theorem 5.11, and thereby relating it to the well-known lemma of 
Schensted (our Lemma 5.3) that row and column insertion commute. 
COROLLARY 5.14. Rational and dual rational insertion commute, i.e., 
[ [T  ~ , + i] , j ]  = EET ' , - j ] ,  + i] 
for every i, j~ [r]  and every rational tableau TL 
Proof Let T (respectively, T - )  be the rational tableau of shape (1) 
(resp. -1 )  whose single box contains an i (resp. j). Then by Theorem 5.11 
and Propositions 5.7 and 5.8, 
[ET' ,  + i] , j ]  =[[T ' ,  + T] , - T - ]  
=ET- +, ET ' ,  + T ] ]  
[w(j~) + + = , IT  ~ , i ] ]  -- 1 
=[Ew( j  ~) +, T ' ]  , + i ] - i  
[ [T  + + = , T ~] , T] 
=[ [T ' , -  T - ] ,  + T] 
= [ [T  ~, -  21 ' + i]. | 
Thus rational and dual rational insertion commute because one is 
"essentially" row insertion, while the other is "essentially" column insertion. 
Virtually the same argument shows 
[i +, [j - ,  T~]] ]-j - ,  [i + = , T~]]. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.11. 
We start this section by developing some tools needed for the proof of 
Theorem 5.11. 
Consider i~  T ~. Suppose i displaces a number i~ from box (k~, 1) of 
column 1, il displaces i2 from box (k2, 2), and so on, until ip_2 displaces 
ip_ 1 from box (kp_ i, P -1 ) ,  and ip_ 1 is added to the bottom of column 
p at box (kp, p). Following Thomas FT], define the line of insertion 
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corresponding to i-o T ;~ to be (kl, 1), (kl, 2) .... , (kp, p) and the sequence of 
displaced numbers to be il, iz .... , ip_ l. Note i <~ il ~ i2 <<.  . . <<. ip_ l and 
kl>>.k2>~ ... >>.kp. Now suppose i '> i  and consider i ' , i - - .T  ~. Let 
i~, i2, ..., ip 1 and (k~, 1), (k2, 2) ..... (kp,p) be the sequence of displaced 
numbers and the line corresponding to the insertion of i, and 
' !  ~ t t i], i~, ..., tp,_l and (k~, 1), (k2)  , ..., (kp, p') be those for i'. Then p' ~< p, and 
for each j ~< p' we have b < ij and k s < kj. 
LEMMA 6.1. The identity I T  r ~s-- i] = [w(i~)--~ + T ~] -1  holds for every 
i6 [r]  and every rational tableau TL 
Proof Let T be the semistandard tableau T r -y r .  By Proposition 5.7, 
[T  ~ *-- i ]=  [ (T+ l) ~-S-- i] +~r -1  and [w(iC)-~ + T~] - I=[w(U)~T]+ 
7r -  1, so it suffices to show [ (T+ 1) *z-- i] = [w(i~) ~ T]. But T+ 1 is the 
tableau that results from adjoining a column containing [r]  to the left edge 
of T, and the discussion of insertion in Section 4 shows [ (T+ 1).7___ i] is 
the tableau obtained by erasing the i in the leftmost column of T+ 1, then 
eliminating the empty box with a jeu de taquin. Our approach is to show 
that at each step of the jeu de taquin, the numbers above the empty box 
and those to the left of the empty box agree with those in [w(i c) ~ T]. 
Observe that in the insertions w(i ~) ~ T, the insertion line for any k < i 
is of the form (k, 1), (k, 2), ..., (k, p), i.e., it is horizontal. For any k>i ,  if 
the line fails to be horizontal it must have the form 
(k, 1),(k, 2 ) , . . . , (k , j -1 ) , (k , j ) , (k - l , j+  l) ..... (k - l ,p ) ,  
and this case say the line rises at columnj + 1. Suppose k' > k > i. If the line 
for k (resp. k') rises at j + 1 (resp. j '+  1), necessarily j '  >~j, and if the line 
for k is horizontal, so must be that for k'. 
Suppose J'is obtained from T+ 1 by erasing the i from the (l, 1) box and 
moving the empty box some number of steps to the east and south with a 
jeu de taquin, say to position (k, j). View J" and i c & T as multisets of num- 
bers, and in the case where n is the number in the (p, q) box of T with 
p >/k, q >~j, (p, q )~ (i, j), associate with n a number n C in i C ~5 T. Define n c 
to be the number in the (p, q -  1) box of T, provided q > 1, and otherwise 
let nc be the copy of n in i c. Of course, as numbers, n = nc. 
Let J~ and (k, j) be as above. By induction on the number of steps 
used to move the empty box one can assume J" and [w(i c) ~ T] agree 
above row k and to the left of column j. Start by supposing there are 
numbers e and s immediately to the east and south of the empty box. 
Strengthen the induction hypothesis to assert that the insertion k + 1 
[w([k]  - {i}) ~ T] causes c to be moved into column j, and that none of 
the insertions involved in w( [k ] -  { i} )~ T displaces e~ from column j. It 
is clear that in the initial case (k, j )=  (i, 1) all three conditions are met. 
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Let T be the result of moving the empty box from (k, j) to its next 
position (k', j ') .  If s ~< e, the empty box moves south to (k', j ' )  = (k + 1, j), 
and s~ ~< e~, so the insertion of s~ into column j displaces e~. It follows 
[w(i0 ~ T] and T agree above row k+ 1 and to the left of column j. 
Similarly, when e < s, the empty box moves east to (k', j ' )=  (k, j+  1), and 
e~ < s~, so s~ moves into column j in the box immediately below e~. There- 
fore [-w(i0 ~ T] and T agree above row k and to the left of column j+ 1. 
If there is an e' to the east of the empty box in T, none of the insertions 
w( [k ' ] -  { i} )~ T displaces e'~ from column j' ,  and if there is an s' to the 
south of the empty box, the insertion k '+ 1 ~ [w([k']  - {i}) ~ T] moves 
s'~ into column j. 
When e exists but s does not, or vice-versa, the arguments are analogous 
but easier, and we leave them to the reader. | 
Using Proposition 5.7 to iterate the above result, 
[T  ~ , - i,, i2, ..., ik] = [-W(tk),'~ ..., W(U2), w(i~) + , Tr]- -k.  
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose U={ul<- - .  <Us}~-[r] and u~<u<~r. Then for 
every rational tableau T 7, 
(1) [w(Er]), w( (Uu {u})C)-~ + T r] = [w(UC), w(uO+-2-~ TT], 
(2) [w([r]) ,  w((U~ {u})0-~ T ~] = [w(UC), w(u~)---~ TT], 
(3) [T  ~ +*2- w( [r]  ), w((Uw {u})0]= [T  ~ +*2-w(UO, w(u~)], and 
(4) [T  ~ ~7-- w( [r]  ), w((Uw {u})0] = [T  r ~--w(UO, w(u~)]. 
Proof By Lemma5.4, to prove (1) it suffices to show [w([r]) ,  
w((Uw {u})0- -~ + ~]  = [w(UC), w(uO +--~ ~].  But each is the semi- 
standard tableau whose first column is [r]  and second column is U c -  {u}. 
The remaining cases follow easily from this and Lemma 5.4. | 
LEMMA 6.3. The identity [ i~  T 7] = [T  ~ ~-- w( i0]  + 1 holds for every 
i ~ [r]  and every T< 
Proof Repeated applications of Lema 6.2 with Uu  {u} = i c show 
[i +, T~]=[w([r] ) r -2,  i +, T~] - - r+2 
=[w(1 c) ..... w(iO,...,w(rO +, TT] - r+2.  
By Lemma 6.1 this is IT  r ~-- w(iC)] + 1. | 
LEMMA 6.4. The identity [ T ~ _L~ T ~ ] = [ T ~. ~ T ~ ] holds for all semi- 
standard tableaux T ~ and T< 
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Proof Abbreviate T u as T and write tl~ I..... t2, tl for w(T). Iterating 
Lemma 6.3, 
[T +~ T ~°]=[ti~ I,...,t2,tl +' T ;~] 
= IT  ~ , - w( t~) ,  w(O,  ..., w(t~,l)l + I#l. 
Write k i for I T~[. With repeated applications of Lemma 6.2 the above 
tableau can be seen to equal 
IT  ). - w([-r])k~l 1, T ~ ..., ( W( /11)  , w([r])k2 1, W(Te2), w([-r])k,-1, w(T~)] 
+ I#1. 
By Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.6 this simplifies to 
( T c ..., ( I-r ~ w(~,),  w(rg ,  w(rD1 + #, = I-r ~ 
=[T , t  , -  
(T -  #t)]  + #1 
r].  I 
Proof of Theorem 5.11. By symmetry it is enough to show 
[T  ~ ~ T r] = [T  ~ ~-  T ~] for every rational tableau T ~ and TL But this 
follows directly from Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 5.6. I 
7. THE RECORDING TABLEAU 
From this point forward it is convenient for us to be a little loose with 
our notation and write T~-L,  + T ~ when we really mean (w(T ~+) 
T p) ~ w(T~-). There is no harm in this since, by Corollary 5.13, the 
results of the two procedures are the same. In particular, 
ET ~ +,Tq=Ew(T  ~)~T v]=Ew(T ~) ,T~], 
so we write T u ~ T v when we really mean w(T ~) ~ T v. 
With a view to proving the Littlewood-Richardson rule combinatorially, 
Thomas [T]  generalizes T ~ -~+ T v to produce an additional tableau he 
calls the Q-symbol for the insertion. The Q-symbol is a skew tableau T ~/~ 
coding for some standard tableau of shape #, and is obtained as follows. 
Start with an empty skew tableau of shape v/v, and suppose t. . . . . .  t2, tl is 
w(T~). Let the box tk occupies in T ~ be (ik, j~), and assume the insertion 
of tk into [tk-1 ..... tz, t~ ~ T ~] causes the nkth row to lengthen. Then, at 
the step in which tk is inserted, add a box labeled ik to the nkth row of the 
skew tableau. The Q-symbol is the final version of the skew tableau. 
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EXAMPLE. If r=6,  
2 2 
3 
T ~' = 3 6 and T ~ = 
4 
4 
then the steps in the construction of [T~-~ + T ~] and its Q-symbol are 
numbers 
2 6,2 2, 6,2 3, 2, 6,2 4, 3, 2, 6,2 
inserted 
23  23  223 223 223 
4 4 4 34  34  =[TP~ + 
6 6 6 46  
• 1 • 1 • 11  ° 11  • 11  
. . . .  2 ,2  Q-symbol. 
2 2 2 23  
, T v] 
It is not immediately clear the Q-symbol is a skew tableau or that it codes 
for a standard tableau of shape #. Thomas proves it has these properties, 
and goes on to show that for fixed #,v, the mapping (T ~, T~)~ 
( [T~ T~],Q),  where Q is the Q-symbol for T~-~ + T ~, defines a 
bijection between the pairs (T ~, T ~) and the pairs (T  ~, T~/~), where T ~/~ 
codes for a standard tableau of shape /~. Moreover, this bijection is 
weight-preserving in the sense that x r " .xT~=x ET~ +~ Tq. This proves the 
rank-restricted Littlewood-Richardson rule (which we repeat here for 
convenience) 
s (Xl .... )sv(x,  .... )=Z c~s:.(xl .... ) (2.1) 
2 
since it shows the monomials on the two sides of the equation are the 
same. (Actually, the Littlewood-Richardson rule Thomas proves is one 
appropriate to a setting in which rank restrictions do not come into play. 
However, his proof specializes easily to our case.) 
Let us recast he above to use the tableaux of Cv~. (Recall that in Defini- 
tion 2.2 we defined Cv~ to be U~ C~~, where Cv;~ is the set of all (#, v, 2) LR 
tableaux. To say L" is a (#, v, 2) LR tableau means L ~ is a column-strict 
tableau such that 1 v~, 2 ~2 .... , r vr, w(L~) rev is a lattice permutation.) Define 
the recording tableau IT  ~ +-~ Tv]R to be the member of Cv~ corresponding 
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to the Q-symbol for T ~ -~+ T ~ under the mapping described at the end of 
Section 2. More directly, if we define t . . . . .  , t2, t~ and (ik, Jk) and nk as 
above, [T~-~ + Tv]R is the semistandard tableau of shape # whose 
(ik, jk)th box contains nk for each k. Thomas' bijection becomes 
(T~,T~)~--~([T~+--~TV],[T~+-~T~]R), which serves equally well to 
prove Identity (2.1). 
EXAMPLE. Let us return our previous example, this time showing the 
steps in the construction of [T"- t -*  + T ~] and [TU---* + Tv]R. 
numbers 
inserted 
2 6,2 2 ,6 ,2  3 ,2 ,6 ,2  4 ,3 ,2 ,6 ,2  
23  23  223  223  223  
4 4 4 34  34  
6 6 6 46  
• 1 •1  11  11  11  
• • •3  •3  23  23  
• • ° . 3 
=[T"  +, T v] 
=IT  ~ +~ TV]R 
Now we want to generalize the above work to produce a recording 
tableau for the insertion T ~ ~ T a of one rational tableau into another. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Fix rational tableaux T ~, T ~, and suppose w(T~+)= 
tl,...,t2, t 1 and w(T~-)=tt+l,  tl+2 .... ,tin. For each k let the box t k 
occupies in T ~ be (ik, Jk)" Assume at the kth step in the construction of 
[ [w(T  ~+) ~ T ~] ¢£= w(T ~ )], the insertion of tk causes the length of 
the nkth row to change. Define [T~---~ + Ta]R, the recording tableau for 
T ~ --%+ T a, to be the result of placing an nk in the (ik, j~)th box of e for 
each k. 
EXAMPLE. Let r = 4, and let 
3 1 
4 4 
T ~ = and T ~ = 
2 1 
The steps in the construction of IT  ~-~+ T ~] and IT  ~-~+ T~]R are 
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numbers 
inserted 
3 
14  
4,3 
14  
3 
4 
1,4,3 2,1,4,3 
34  34  
4 4 
2 
1 1 1 1 
• 3 3 3 
. . . . .  3 43  
=IT  ~ +~ T ~] 
=[T  ~ +.~ T~]R. 
Now we generalize the tableaux of Cv~. 
DEnNITION 7.2. Suppose we are given staircases ~,/~, 7 and a rational 
tableau U,  with w(L~+)=t; .... , t2, tl and w(L ~ )=t ;+ l ,  tl+2, . . . ,  tm. Let 
bo, bl . . . . .  b m be the sequence of r-tuples obtained by setting bo =/~, and 
producing b; from bi_l  by adding 1 to (respectively, subtracting 1 from) 
the t;th position in b;_ 1 when i ~< l (respectively, i > l). If every b; is a stair- 
case and ~ =bin we say L ~ is an (~,/~, 7) Littlewood-Richardson tableau, 
or, more concisely, an (~,/~, 7) LR tableau. Clearly this generalizes 
Definition 2.2. We write C~ for the set of all (~,/~, 7) LR tableaux, and C~ 
for U7 C~. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose r = 4, /~ = (12, -- 1, --2), 7 = ( 22, -- 1, -- 1), and 
1 3 
2 
L :~ = 
The w(L~+)=2, 1, 3 and w(L~-)=3, hence the sequence bo, b 1 .... , b m of 
r-tuples obtained from L ~ is 
f l=bo bl b2 b3 b4=? 
(1 ,1 , -1 , -2 )  (1 ,1 ,0 , -2 )  (2 ,1 ,0 , -2 )  (2 ,2 ,0 , -2 )  (2 ,2 , -1 , -2 ) .  
Note each r-tuple is a staircase. 
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[1 = bo bl bz b3 b4 : 7 
[] [] [] [] [] ½ [] 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] [] 
[] [] ~ [] [] [] [] [] [] D 
[] 
[] 
It follows L ~ e C}~. 
Our goal is to show [T  ~ ~ TP]R is an (~, [1, ~) LR tableau for some ~. 
To do it we need the following two technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let L ~ be an (~, [1, y) LR tableau and p be any integer. Then 
(1) L ~ is an (~, [1+ p, 7+ p) LR tableau, and 
(2) L~ + p is an (c~ + p, [1,7+P) LR tableau. 
Proof (1) is obvious. To show (2), supposep = 1 and L~=L~_I, i.e., L ~ 
is an inverted semistandard tableau containing exactly one column. For 
each i~ J r |  let y~= (Y i l ,  Yi2, "", Yi~) be the r-tuple with 
{~ if i= jand  i~L~-I,  
Yo = otherwise. 
Define a sequence bo, b I ..... br of r-tuples by bo=[1 and b i+ l= 
(b ;~-y i l ,b~2-y iz  ..... b;r-y~r), where b;=(b~l,b~2 .... ,bet). By the 
hypothesis on L ~, each bi is a staircase and b~= 7- Now, for each ie [r]  
define )~ ~(~,~, J 3 i2  . . . . .  f2ir ) as we defined yi, but with (L '+  1)1 inplace of 
L~ - 1 • Say bo, ~bl' ..., br is the seguence~ defined b#/)o =/3 and/);+ 1= (bi l  -}- fTil, 
bi2 + .9~2 ..... b~r + .fir), where bi = (b~l, [~i2 ..... bit). Since Yii = 1 - Yii, each bi 
is a staircase and/~, = ~ + 1. Thus (2) holds when L~= L~_I and p = 1. This 
argument generalizes easily to the case where L ~ contains more than one 
column and p is arbitrary. I 
LEMMA 7.4. 
and T ~, 
(1) The 
. + 
t----* (T~ + p) 
(2) [T  ~ 
Proof. (1) 
from (1). | 
For every i~ I-r|, every p, and all rational tableaux T ~ 
number of the row whose length is changed by the insertion 
is independent of p, and similarly for (T ~ + p) ~-- i. 
-~+ T~]R= IT ~--,+ (T~+p)]R 
follows immediately from Proposition 5.7, and (2) follows 
Now we have the tools to characterize the recording tableau. 
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THEOREM 7.5. I T  ~ ~ T~]R is an (~, fl, 7) LR tableau for some 7. 
Proof For simplicity assume ~r~<0 and ~1>0. By the remarks 
at the beginning of this section, [ (T~-~r) - -~(Ta- /~r) ]R  is an 
(O~--~r, f l - - f i r ,  7--O~r - fir) LR tableau for some 7, and by Lemma 7.4 
(2), [ (T~-%)+-~(T~- f l r ) ]R=F(T~' -%)~T~]R.  Applying (1) of 
Lemma 7.3, [(T ~-  ~r) ~ T~]R is an (~-  ~,  /~, 7 -  ~)  LR tableau. Com- 
bining this with (2) of Lemma 7.3, it suffices to show [(T ~ - 1) -L, + TP]R = 
IT ~ -~+ T~]R-- 1 for every T ~, T ~. 
Start by considering the special case in which T ~ consists of a 
single column in the numerator, i.e., T~= ~+ /?' T 1 , and let be the shape 
of [T~ +--~T~]. Then /~;-/~i~{0,1} for each i, and column 1 of 
ITS' +--~Te]R is {i:/~;--/~i=1}. By Proposition5.6, the shape of 
[ (T~-  1)--~ + T ~] i s /T - l ,  so//~- (/3;- 1)~ {0, 1} for each i, and column 
-1  of [ (T~- I ) -~+ T~]R is { i : /~--( f l ; - -1)=l}.  But /3~-( f l ; -1 )= 
1-(/~;-fl~), and therefore [(T ~-  1)--2-~ + T~]~= [T~-~ + T~]~ - 1. 
Now let us extend the argument 
tableau. Obviously the rightmost 
[(T~-l)---% T~]R agree, so IT ~ 
previous paragraph. To extend the 
of Lemma 7.4. I 
to the case where T ~ is a semistandard 
~, -1  columns of [T~--~ + Ta]R and 
T~]R= [(T~-1)- -% T~]R by the 
argument to arbitrary T ~ we apply (1) 
Combining Lemma 7.4 and the proof of Theorem 7.5, 
LEMMA 7.6. [( T~ + P) ~ ( T/~ + q)]R = [ T~ ~ T~]R + P for all 
integers p and q and all rational tableaux T ~ and T p. 
8. THE MULTIPLICATION OF RATIONAL SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
Theorem 8.1 is the final result needed to generalize the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule to rational Schur functions. 
THEOREM 8.1. Fix staircases a, ft. The map 
(T ~,T~)~.( [T  ~ +, T~], [T ~ +, T~]R) 
defines a bijection between the pairs (T ~, T p) of rational tableaux and the 
pairs (T  ~,L ~) where T ~ is a rational tableau and L ~ is an (~,fl, 7) LR 
tableau. The bijection is weight-preserving in the sense that xT' .xT~= 
x[T  ~ ~ TP] 
Proof For each (T ~, T ~) define 
h( T~, T~) = ( T~ -- ~r, T~ - fl~). 
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By Lemma 3.4, h is a bijection from pairs of rational tableaux of shapes 
c~, fi to pairs of semistandard tableaux of shapes # = ~ - ~ and v = fi - f i ,  
Let g be the bijection 
g(T " ,T  ~)=([T  u +, T~] , [T  u +, T~]R) 
from pairs of semistandard tableaux of shapes #, v to pairs whose first 
element is a semistandard tableau of shape 2 and second is a (p, v, 2) LR 
tableau. Define 
f (  T~, L~) = ( T~ + (Zr "q- fir, L~ + O~r)" 
The domain o f f  consists of the pairs whose first element is a semistandard 
tableau of shape 2 and second is a (#, v, 2) LR tableau. By Lemmas 7.3 and 
3.4, f i s  a bijection whose range is all pairs (T ~, L ~) where T ~ is a rational 
tableau of shape 7 = 2 + ~r + fir and L ~ is an (~ = (# + ~r), fi = (v + fir), 7) 
LR tableau. By Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 7.6, 
fgh(T ~,T~)=([T ~ +, T~] ,ET  ~ +, T~]R), 
and fgh obviously preserves weights. | 
COROLLARY 8.2 (The Rational Littlewood-Richardson Rule). 
ct, fl, and 7, define c~ to be IC~l. Then 
So~(Xl .... ) Sfl(Xl .... ) = Z efl~¢s'~ (x l  .... ). 
Given 
Proof Theorem 8.1 proves the monomials on the two sides of the 
equation are the same. | 
EXAMPLE. Let r=5,  g = (2,1, --1, --2), fl-----(22,(--1)2), and 7= 
(3, 12, --1,--2). It is straightforward (though tedious) to verify that C~ 
consists of the four tableaux 
1 4 1 4 1 3 1 3 
3 3 4 4 
5 4 5 4 
4 2 5 2 4 2 5 2 
and therefore the coefficient of Sy(Xl... 5) in s,(xl... 5) sa(xl... 5) is 4. 
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Recall that when 
staircase 
x is a partition and m is an integer, m-x  is the 
(m - G,  ..., m - -  K2 ,  m -- t¢1). 
Thus, if m ~> K~ 1 then m -- K is the partition whose diagram can be produced 
by positioning ~c in the upper left-hand corner of a r x m array of boxes, 
deleting the boxes in ~c, then rotating the remaining boxes 180 ° to produce 
the diagram of a partition. 
EXAMPLE. If r=4,  p=2,  q=3,  #=(12), and 
below show p-#= (2 2 , 12 ) and q-v= (3 2 , 2, 1): 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] • [] [] • 
[] • [] • . 
v= (2, 1), the pictures 
As an application of our rational L itt lewood-Richardson rule we prove 
an identity for ordinary Schur polynomials. 
THEOREM 8.3. Choose #, v, and let p, q be integers uch that p >~ #i and 
q ~ v l. Then 
Sp #(X 1 . . . .  ) Sq_ v(XX .... ) = ~, C2vl~Sp+q-2(Xl .... )" 
2 
Proof An examination of our insertion procedures hows c ~ =0 V, -- kt 
except when 7 is -2  for some partition 2. There is an obvious one to one 
correspondence b tween the tableaux of C~, and those of C -v, ~ -u,  and thus 
c -~_~, ~ = cv~;~ for every 2. Therefore, by the rational L itt lewood-Richardson 
rule, 
Sp //(X 1 .... ) Sq _ v(Xl .... ) = (Xl X2 ' ' "  Xr) p + q S _,u(Xl .... ) S v(Xl .... ) 
(X lX2" ' "  Xr )P+qZ C~ v, -#S?(Xl  . . . .  ) 
7 
(X lX2""  "Xr)P+q 2 c -2  = -v, -,uS--2(Xl .... ) 
2 
(X lX2""  "Xr)P+q Z C2vll S 2(Xl . . . .  ) 
2 
CvllSp+q-).(Xl .... ), I 
2 
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EXAMPLE. Let us take r, p, q, #, and v to be as in the previous example. 
In Section 2 we showed 
S(12)(Xl .--4) S(2, 1)(Xl • ..4) = S(3, 2)(Xl ..-4) "-[- S(3, 12)(Xl---4) 
"t- S(22, 1)(Xl TM -4) "[- S(2, 13)(X1.--4)' 
Applying Theorem 8.3 and forming "completements" inside a r x (p + q) = 
4 x 5 array of boxes, 
S(22, 12)(Xl ' ' '4) S(32, 2, 1)(Xl ...4) ~- S(52, 3, 2)(Xl ...4)-'[- S(5, 42 ,2)(Xl---4) 
-]- S(5, 4, 32)(Xl .. -4) "]- S(43, 3)(Xl .. -4)" 
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